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Abstract. The concept of a *-variety of congruences i  introduced and related to *-variety of 
languages and variety of monoids. A systematic onstruction of increasingly complex *-varieties of 
congruence’s is presented. This construction is powerful enough to generate all monoids contiining 
solvable groups. Some hierarchies occurring through this process are shown to correspond to 
we:l-known hierarchies of monoids, thus indicating that our construction is natural from an 
algebraic point of view. Some problems that remain opetn are also discusse$. 
ntroductiom 
The original motivation for the theory of regular languages came from the study of 
finite-state systems. The connection between regular languages and\ finite monoids 
was established by Myhili [S], thrt3ugh the use of congruences of finite index. The 
importance of this relationship became clear over thle years, as several naturally- 
defined families of regular !ijnguages were shown to correspond to naturally-defined 
families of finite monoids. Among others, aperiodic Ifnr, +*noids [6], J-trivial monoids 
[7], p-groups [2] and R-trivial monoids [l] vt.lere characterized in language theoretic 
terms. Eilenberg also introduced in [2], with the concept of variety, a general 
framework in which these isolated results could be discussed in a uniform way. 
From the theory of varieties, it follows that a systematic lassifica!:ion of regular 
languages can be very helpful in classifying finite monoids. The same approach can be 
used with semigroups but in this paper we restrict our attention Ito monoids, i.e. 
semigroups with a two-sided identity. Our goal is to present a method for generating 
*-varieties of regular languages. Tht4 ti 0 construction makes use of congruences of finiie 
index which are defined by counting factorizations of certain types. It will be seen 
that aperiodic monoids, solvable groups, J-trivial monoids and nilpotent groups can 
be characterized in language terms as limiting cases sf hierarchies whit 
naturally through this construction. Furthe rmorrz the hierarchy lead 
monoids can be put in natural correspondence w 1 tb t:he hierarchy le: 
s in the case of J-tGvi~,l m~onolds and nilpote 
* Part of this work was done while the author was at Universst~ of Warerloo, 
assistance of a N.S.E.R.C. Science 67 scholarship. 
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The result is specially interes.. *tlg in the first case as it may be shown that the language 
hierarchy obtained for grou]lzs corresponds to the classical derived length hierarchy 
leading to solvable groups. This ?eads us to believe that ;he para 
toi aperiodic monoids should be algebraically important, t 
characterization for these families of monoids can be given at 
In the first section, notation a d basic concepts are introduced. Tht: second section 
presents a systematic method for generating families of congruences. These incuce 
corresponding families of languages and monoids. In the next two sections algebraic 
properties of these families are given and some problems that remain open are 
discussed. 
rei ies 
ii. ;aod source of reference on semigroups is the recent book of Lsllement [4]. A 
semigroup is a set M with an associative binary operation. M is a monoid if there 
exists a two-sided identity. It is a group iff every element has a two sided inverse. If 
M’ is a semigroup, then 122 c M’ is a subsemigroup ifI M2 c M. If M also has an 
identity e, then M is a monoid in M’; in this case, e is necessarily an idempotent, i.e. 
g2 =: e. M is a submonoid of M’ iff M’ r, M are both monoids, with the same identity. 
VGe say that 1M divides M’, noted M < M’, iff M is a morphic image of a c;ubmonoid of 
M’. Also M is aperiodic ifF every group in M is a trivial one-element group. 
Let A be a finite set. A*, the free monoid generated by A, is the set of all sequences 
of length 30 of elements of A with concatenation being the op.:reiion. The unique 
string of length 0, denoted by A, acts as the identity. A language over A* is a subset 
of A*. 
An equivalence cy on A* is a congruence iff x a y implies uxv QI uyv for all U, v: X, 
y E A*. The cy -class of x is [xl4 = {y : x cy y }. The set of all ar -classes is denoted by 
14 “/tu and the index ci cy is defined as the cardinality of P */a. This set becomes a 
monoid by considering the operation [~]JY]~ = [.~:y]~ ; [hJx acts as identity. Thlzre 
exists a surjective monoid morphism a! : A’” -+ A*‘/ew, defined by XIY = [xl,. Con- 
versely any monoid morphism 4 : A* + induces a congruence on A* defined b:, 
.X 4 y iff x4 := ~4. Note that we use the same symbol to denote the congruence and thy 
related morphism: the context always makes clear wh e is intended. If L c A* is 
a union of ck’ -clasF&s, we say that L is an a-language. IS an abstract monoid ano 
xists a surjective monoid morphism 4 : A* + that L = S4-’ for some 
we say that L is a -language., For any language L over *, the syntactic 
congruence of L is defined by x CYL y iff (for all u, iv E A*, uxv EL iff uyv E L). The 
syntactic monoi f L if the abstract monoid ML such that ==A*Ja=. It is vcel: 
known that aL ( x (cardinality) with 
the property that L is an Q -language ( s regular iff cyI_ has finite 
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*A? derxote respectively families of congruences and languages mm- 
*. Given such families for all finite sets A, let .A = UA A*A and ,Y = I J4 _._ * A*% Let 
denote a family of abstract monoids. 
A is a *-variety of congruences iff 
(i) it is closed under composition by morphisms, i.e. if CY E A*‘A, &: B* +A* and 
*/a + M are monoid morphisms then #ra& E B*A; 
it is closed under finite intersection, i.e. if cy, CY’ E A*A, then Q! n CY’ E A*A. 
3 is a *-variety of languages iff 
(i) it is closed under boolean operations, i.e. if L1, k2 E A*2’, then L1 u Lz, & E 
A”6P; 
(ii) it is closed under; derivatives, i.e. if L E A*S’, u. u E R”, then L?LY-~ = 
{x: uxv E L) E A*Z; 
(iii) it is closed under inverse morphisms, i.e. if L E A*2 and Qs : B* + A* is a 
monoid morphism, then L&-l E B*9’. 
V is a variety of monoids iff 
(i) it is closed under division, i.e. if M E and M’ i M then. M’ E V; 
(ii) it is closed under iinite direct product, i.e. if M, M’ E then MXM’E 
If V is a family of abstract monoids, ( V) will denote the smallest variety containing 
V; similar notation will be used for congruences. 
We define the following relations between families of congruences, languages and 
monoids: 
(i) A + 2’ iff A’%‘= (L C- A*: k is an n-language, (Y E A*&/ :, 
(ii) A -* V itI V = {M: M ==A*/ac, IX E A*A}; 
(iii) 48 iff A*Z’={Lc_A”: L is a M-language, ME 
(iv) +AiffA*A={cu:A”/cr===M,MEV}; 
(v) 9+Viff =({ML: LCE’]); 
(vi) Z-,A iff A=({cxL: LEZE’}). 
If the left-hand side of --) is a variety, then so is the right-hand side. Note that in (v) 
and (vi) it is necessary to take the varieties generated by the syntactic monoids and 
congruences of languages in 3’ because not all monoids (congruences) are syntactic. 
If A is a :k-variety, it can be verified that A + 2’ implies A? + A this will be abbreviated 
to A c+X Similar results hold for the remaining five cases. 
Eilenberg [2] has shown that the notion of variety captures the conditions undpr 
which a family of languages can be characterized by monoids and vice-vexI. The 
point of view of congruences was added by Therien [lOI.. This yields th:e following 
theorelrn. 
. Varieties of monoids, *-varieties vJ nf !lXgtiagtrS ad *-2:a?kties Of 
congruences are in I- 1 correspondence, given by 
A 
1% D. Tht+ien 
a congruence QJA by x y for all x, y EN’. If 
= {( 1}}, then 0 ++6p, 
: A*/a, is finite}, A’%$ = (L: L is regular;, 
In the next sections, more examples of this relationship will be discussed. 
approach we used can be informally summarized as follows. 
Families of languages over A* can be defined by stating how the languages may be 
constructed fr .,m the elements of A. In the cases that we consider, this will involve 
counting factorizations oli certain types. By considering increasingly complicated 
factorizations, hierarchies of *-varieties of languages are generated. This idea will be 
presented irectly in terms of congruences, and no explicit mention of the languages 
will be made. 
It will be shown that the corresponding varieties of monoids can be analyzed in the 
following terms: A4 E if there exists A&’ such that M <MI and there exists a 
sequence of morphisms 
d1 42 
M’=~W~---+M1--+~ eLMn={l}, 
*where all 4i satisfy some property P. The length of the sequence and the property P 
will depend on the specific variety considered. In case that M is a group, we can 
always take M = IW, and this method reduces to the classical appro 
groups; this then y.ields an effective criteria for determining if n/, c 
case, no such criterion is known, since we do not know how to get M’ from A4 
erati *-vari s of co 
Let t 2 0, q 2 1; consider the following congruences on fU 
m =n(thresht)iffm<tandm=norrr!>tandn~t; 
m=n (modq) iff qlm-n. 
It is easily verified that every congruence on N is the intersection of a thresh I 
congruence and a mod q congruence. We denote tllis congruence by OS,. 
Let cy E A*r, QI z oA. There exists x E A* such that x cy A does not hold. Let t and q 
t= 2the minimal integers such that X’ a! x’+’ ; then t>Oorq>l andx’arx’iff i&J. 
Qr any finite non empty; set B, b E B, let # : * + A”’ be the morphism induced by the 
unction b& = x and, for all -{b}, b’4 = A. Then, for any y, z E B*, y & z iff 
8,, (i), wiw: ii) denotes 
ncln-trivial *-variety, it fsllows fro 
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This rnot+*es the following definitions. For any X, y E A*, t 2 0, ~12 1, let x at,Y y 
iff (zj I$, (i) for all a E A. Define A*d,, = {ar : a 2 c 1,4). Thus the languages induced 
sy are those where membership of a word J can be determined simply by 
counting occurrences of letters with respect to &,,. 
. Let t 2 0, q 2 1. Then At,, is a *-variety of congruences. 
Closure under finite intersection follows from the definition. Also a s> a’ iff 
there exists a monoid morphism e#~ : A* Ju’ + ,4*/a! such that CY = a@; hence At,., is 
closed under composition by morphism on the rigiht. Finally, let ($ : B* + A*, CY E 
A*A,, and X, y F R* be such that (E) &,, (i) for all b E .B. It is easily verified that for axzy 
acA 
and similarly for (2). Thus (2) et,, (‘,“) and x &X y. This implies that At,, is closed 
under composition by morphism on the left. 
Other properties of A,, are summarized in the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.2. Let t, t’ 3 8, q, q’ 2 1. Then 
6) As, =Wfft=Oandq=l; 
(ii) AI,, c_ A t’,q’ iff t c t’ and y 1 q' :, 
(iii) Ao,q contains only group congtiuences; 
(iv) A.1 contains only aperiodic ongruences. 
roof, The proof iy a straightforward application of properties of ‘9,,. 
Let Com={M: mm’= m’m for all ~PI, rnk M} and ,, ={M: m’ = m’+’ for all 
m E Ml. The following theorem is a rewriting of a well-known result (see for instance 
Kt). 
2.1. For any t in 0, q 2 1, Asq * 
Thus, structurally, the operation of counting oc\=urrences of letters is related to 
commutativity of the corresponding monoid. The fact that ttie counting is done with 
respect o 8t,q determines the minimal exponents uch that m ’ = m “-’ for all elements 
of the corresponding monoid; in particular a group is obtained iff t = 0 and an 
oid iff ~3 = 1. Let AQ == utSO t* = uq3* Lit*,. 
dl to superscripts of Qfq as they are introduced. Let 
riodiz mon\Sds and ups respectively. The re 
ect consequences of 
D. Tht+ien 
Fig. 1. *-varieties of congruences and related monoids. 
‘We can generalize the ideas above by considering more con+kated factoriza- 
ti’llns. Thte: extensions thalt we will now present involves counting subwords of 
arbitrary length an taking into account the context in which a subword appears. 
yEA”T,m>O. ;L,et x.,u~A”, with u=al 9 l l rr:m and let V= 
Define 
the number tif factorizations of K as x =xoalxl l l 9 amxm, 
= 
with xi p’ uj ~Fr,r j = 0,‘. . . , m. 
Tllis induces the following congruence on A*. For any m, t a 0, q 2 1, define 
x *~(a:,) y ifi (z),&, (&, for ail u E (A LI h)‘“, VE (.A*/r)‘““‘. Starting with y = cI)A 
and applying the constructjon inductively, we IBbtain a sequence af congruences 
l)z,O 
a+ 
I?l, 1 
,,4 z&Y~~,~ 1z**.,wherl~aI~‘=cr,;and,fori>C~,a:”4~=a:~~-’ . (a!:& Note in partic- 
uihr that CY :,;f reduc-Is ts CY~,,, as de fined previously. ‘Let A ‘A y;’ 
w 111 use the notatic n J3Gci 
= {cu: a 2 a T;‘]. Wte 
for the corresponding I:ongruence over B? It is seen that 
the. lan,guage:s induced bv ,! have the property th!at membership of a word x cat:1 
be de:termined b:;s counting, with respect o ti& occurrences of subwords of 
sfirl im recursively defined eontext of depth ,i. 
. Let m, i, t Z= 0 and q Z= I. Then L~Z’~ is a *-variety of congruences. 
IVOO~T. For 1 = 0 AT;’ = 1,1 is a *-variety. In case i : > 0, closure under finite intersectio .r 
p’osition by morphism on rthc right follows as in the proof of Lemma 2.1. TJ 
ccmplete the proof let qi : ./3* + A ‘k, CY ti A*A 2’. Since +a 2 & y;‘, it is sufficient to 
Aow that &X yii 
y;i-1 
=~(~~~i”(~~))~~8*A~i. BJ~ induction hypothesis &Y zi4’-! ;I? 
this implies tlaait ( qh riiwr )((v yq) 2 pz; . The problem can thus be reduced 
)(cu z), To simplify notation let y = ar$-’ ’ . 
j y and let u=:a1-a,E(Auh)“, V= 
p$> v6)l.q (‘u”) v* If 
0 that (‘,“), = 1 i 
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c% = 0 otherwise. Thus ( .‘#“I 8h , v t,4 l(y) v. If u E A’, any factorization of X&J -= 
(k!U l l l &.&) as x+ = toalfl 1 l l u,.zr determines uniquely a factorization of K as 
cB=ur** .~~,u~~A+fori=i,...,s,suchthat~lii,,,,,..”. c Q -J---d of Lii& for 1 c j1 < jZ C 
oreover if Vi = ([ViOJy, . . . , [uilrl!I]v) denotes the context in which ui 
Conversely any factok*rzation of u as u = u1 * l l us, ui E A’ a subword of hii4 for 
i=l,..., s, determines a unique occurrence of u in x4 with the contexts satisfying 
the property above. Thus 
where the inner sum extends over a:1 u = 1~1 l l l us, ui E A', bi, l l v bjS E B’, k” = 
([~J+vOl&, * . j I$] b,,) E(B*/gb#+‘, $I. 2 (.A*/Y)“~‘+’ for i = 1, . . . , s, such that V = 
ibad&) wbw%4) ’ ’ 9 V,([W,C#&). Note that w 4~ w’ implies M@ y’ ~‘4 so that the 
su.m is well defined. Since x (4y)(a yb> 1, we have 
for any bjI l l l bjS E B”, V’E (B*/rjy)? This in turn implies that 
The next lemma summarizes important properties of By;‘. 
Lemma 2.4. Let m, m’, i, i’, t, t’ 3 0 and q, q’ :a 1. Then 
(i) A$ = J2 i’ (t = 0 and q = I) or m = 0 or i = 0; 
(ii) A,I~;‘cA$’ if m sm’, Xi’, ,tst’ andqIq’; 
(iii) A$ contaivzs ovItly group congruences 1, 
(iv) A 5’ contains only aperiodtc ongruences ; 
(“) A$ G 4:: bg+l+l)l. 
. See [lo]. 
As a consequence o!F (ii) and (v) it is seen that, for any m, t 3 0, q 2 I, A:,: = ATi*. 
That is counting subwords can always be simulated by counting Iletters, provided we 
increase the recursive )depth at which contexts are considered. IMoreover, it appears 
that a monoid characierization of d y;i 
characterizations of Li and A$. 
will follow by combir$ing properly monoid 
In the next two sections, W: restrict attention to 
these two cases. 
2OT1! D. Thhien 
iin the last section, it was stated that 
th!ese monoid properties ,a.re xtended 
consider the contexts. 
’ is a monoid morplhism, then eQ -I is a subsemigroub? of 
‘. Given ;a variety of semigroups is said to be a 
empotents e E M’. We denote by i the family of all monoids A4 
for which there exists M’ such that .M -C ’ ad there exists 
such that 
Note that V0 = ancl that i is a variiety of monoi 
notion of V-morphism h’as been introduced in [I;:] with a slightly different definitio.11. 
above is due to Straubing [9]. 
) ble he variety of all semigroups S satisfying the equations 
SSI szs’ == .~szsls’ and SS:~.~S’ ==.&S’, ;for all s, sl, ~2, ,s’ E S. Thus the family. of sem - 
groups sat,isfy the equat:ions defining: ,1:1 in any context s, s’. , 
rlmof. Let e = [IV], bc ani identpotent in A *lay and let u, X, y, v be words 
whose classes are in eb;) -‘. Then uxyv y uy.:cv my ux ‘+‘I?: ?/ ux ‘V y W. Let a E A , 
and ([t’&, [v&J E (A”/y ?. Let also *v;I == {([vclly, CD’1 I,>: u’lw y VII, Yl =:: 
m&Iv, [u; I,>: WV; pf vo, V\W y v,}, and “c/; = {(I:vL],,, [u&): WUL l y~1. With thk 
notation, we have 
SD that [ UX~V],~,,,) = ~~uy.~],,~,,~~. A simi 
v],+~,,~) = [~‘xYJ,,~~,.,~. Therefore, ‘# is a C( 
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i.e. A*/~x is a IlNX]3hiC image of A*/a:;I:. If 
r4 )O. For k > 0, **ve can apply L sanr 
ively to show th:at there exists a sequence of i C( ,)-mos]lmms 
;,,$ iff there exists (6: A4 + ;[l} such that 14-l E 
a monoid and thus l&-’ E Corn n 4. Theorem 
nverse of Corollary 3.1 also iholds. 
If t = 0, it follows from Lemma 22(iii) that A*/cu = 6 is a group for any 
a! E A*&;$. Consider 1 he morphism ‘#b : A*/a h;ii + A*/’ Q A;:-‘. The only idempotent 
in the image u.p is e = [~],;:i-l and eqK” is a subgroup of A*/a~$ Hence 
& %Xomn rq!, and proceeding inductively, one defines a sequence of i ( 
,,)-morphisms going from A*,k&:~ to (1). Furthermore, this i 
sequence of morphisms from A* J CY to {I}, so that A$: c* (Ckm n 
shown (see [lo] or [ll:]) that the converse also holds in this case. In oth,er words L is 
an cu-language for some Q! E A*&;: iff there exists a sequence of i (Cmm 
morphisms uch that 
41 42 &i 
A&=G() -- G1 -0. l -jGi={l}. 
Taking the union over ‘~11 q 3 1, we obtain A:$ ++ (Co )‘. Note that this yields an 
effective criterion for determi.ning if L, is an CY -language, CY c: A*/.!i$ one can coimpute 
all sequences of morphisms from A& to (1) and verify if some sequence has the 
required property. ( )i is usually called the family of solvable g,roups of 
derived length pi and Is of fundamental importance in group thleory (see for example 
Hall [3]). Taking; union over all i 33 0, the variety G,, of all solvable groups is 
obtained. A slightly dilfexent characterization of tile languages correspon 
as been obtained by Straubing [S]. 
Coucerning the apen iodic case, it h;as been sholulin i  [ 10) that d!;: ++ 
these two results, we get A!;: ++. rml =: {M: every group in M is solva 
monoid A4 E I is covered by a monoid Mf for which there exists a finite sequence 
42 4i, 
_.- ‘ 
l l ----+ ( 1). 
The results of this secl:ion are summarized in Fig. 2. 
e importance of counting lettIers in context is well exemplified by t 
characterizing *the :k-vivieties 
204 D. Thbien 
Fig, 2. Hierarchies of *-varietks (c)f congruences and related rnonoids ( [I :_I:: indicates that c4y c+ h;+s 
been proved). 
monoisi .V can be r~~covc,:re:d f om Mq5 and (4qF’ : e = ez]-, in the special case when / f 
)-~orpt;sm. ‘The generalization of thk problem to arbitrary &b constitut<. s 
art ana aspect of classification of monoidis and we believe that the notion c: t 
context provides 2 useful tool for such a probleIrlm. 
In this section, we cmsider the algebraic as~~lec’ts of the operation of coun:dn ,g 
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Another important classification of finite groups involves the following idea. 
said to be niipotent of class in iff there exists surjective morphisms 
41 62: %a 
=: co -* [~1__.+. . . 
-* G,, = (l}, 
ere, for j = 1,. . e , II’T, 1q57’ has the: property that gh = z hg for all g E Gj_+ h E 
14;’ ; we will say that q!+ is a central morphism. Thus the elements of l~$j’ not only 
late among themselves, as was the case for solvable groups, but also commute 
with all elements of Gj ..-I. The family of nilpotent groups of class nz forms a 
denoted by uiil,ne ; nu == (_Jn2a0 G,,B,,,. Note that for m s I, 
( 1”’ but one c:sn find examples of s’olvable groups of derived length 2 which 
are not nilpotent. 
.I. Let G be t/ze abstract group isomorphic to A* ja& q > 1. If A = (a), G E 
otherwise G E IlU,rn - nl1.m -1 l 
roof. Recall” that A: a m [),q y iff (“,) $I,,, (3 for all u E (A u A)“. A’“/cuE, is a group by 
Lemma 2.2(iii). If A := {a}, this group is cyclic, hence’ commutative. Therefore 
G E GnuVl. Otherwise, we claim that 
{II 1 x arq: _uy $,,, yx for all y E A*} = {[&],z,: x 0;;’ A}. . 
Note that the set on th.e right-hand side is well defined since (Y:;’ 2 cy &. Suppose 
that x o:;* A. Thlen, for any y E A*, u E (A u A)“, we have 
since (1(“,) &, 0 w’henever ~1 f A, II 1# u. Also ( yu”) (:) + Therefore xy cy & yx. 
Conversely suppose th at x or;;fil A does not There must u = of length 
- 1 that (G) k, k 0. Let E A, Z a. (if) = and (&> (&) + 
Hence q (ii) - and xb o,q bx not hold, the proof the claim. 
&14*/a& -+ ; it from the result that is a 
morph&m, and for any central morphism A*/cw& +M9 has 
*/LY~;’ Applying the argument o for i 1, . . t - 1, 
establislhes that & is of class but not class m 1. 
In 1 l] was shown module counting subwords is to generate 
nilpotent groups, d,!,, @ result is extension of the0re.m of 
on P-g;roups. the other a detailed of the: 
nilpotent groups to indicate the correspondence 
hold. This thle problem giving an characterization of variety 
d, to give precise la 
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In the aperiodic case,, another well-known family of monoids is generated, Tj t: 
~aiu$fy ,f 0f J-trivia moiioillls consists of all mo Iaoli.ds M’ such that ‘. k;r 
implies w; = &. 
2. A”lsu$ is J-tmdl. 
= a,+ CMherwise let K, y E lt * be such th at 
enerali t;y, we can suppose tnat there exis ‘:s 
:“,) X: (3. For any w, z E .~i*., (L) s :“,“). Therefore x U$ W,,Z 
cannot hold for any w, i” E AL* and b&~ e (A*,( C.Y? I[ yl,&4*/a 2 h 
Simon 17’3 has proved thi;31: Ldf.1 ++J. Since At / I”-) mma 4.2, and A& E A F1 
whene,ver 1 ~3 1, by Lemm;g. L2(ii), it follows th;jIt A 
As in. the group cases, W: are thus in prese rce rarchy &!I c A!,1 s l 9 
ccmxgh.g to A z,z and this defines a correspond L:g hierarchy of varieties of monoic s 
It is natural’1 1 0 conjecture the ex.i +tence of a more .dlgebraic hierarcl: y 
which woli;&l be based on some aperiodic equivalent o the notion t bf 
central wlorphisms. This hiel*archy would start wi,th & = 1 and Jl= Corn n A and tl’e 
general ?e rm Jm would s11 and in relation to d *11 in the same way as nilpotent groups 1 If 
class nz stand in relation tlj A&. Determining; this cone ept of aperiodic centr tl 
morphisris would certainly help our understandi irig of and an irnterpr~ttation of th :s 
noltion lit] terms of ~~bvamI~ counting could had to a simpler proof of Simon s 
theorem. 
The res,ults of this section are summarized in Fig. 3. 
‘The algebraic theory of r sgular languages is in a strong Yense equivalent to tkl e 
theory of finite semigroups,, considered from the point of vieIN of the generator1 ,. 
UEilifl~~ the notion of var:iel:,r, one can transform a classification of languages into a 
class Sficat ion of semigcoups. In this paper &we have lpresented amethod of system;’ - 
ticallv g,eneratiq hierarchies of increasingly co1 tnplex *-krarieties of languages. VI’ c 
have also indicated m.i~me:I’ous result;4 concerting the characterization of co;1 - 
respondtin g varieties of monoids. These result:!; rovide ample evidence that ot r 
langu a;ge construction is nalf ural from an algebr;aic standl)oint. 
13tr cia;siGcation could 1:~: interestingly compIMed by s[Jlving the mentioned ope 
prob!ems that is, c aral:terizing the: family of monoids corresponding to A!;$, an j 
licit relat io tis hip Ltwveen s!z* a:rl &&,, and between A:’ and th :: 
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1 A--J -- 1 L----J 
T T 
Fig. 3. Hierarchies OF *-varieties of congruences and related monoids. 
Left out of this work are all non solvable groups and consequently the mbnoids 
containing such groups. Investigation on the so-called ‘simple’ groups is well-known 
to be extremely difficult. In view of the fact that any group contains (non necessarily 
normal) abelian subgroups, it seem!; that s 3me (more general) counting is involved in 
the structure of simplfe groups as well. A natural extension to letters counting is 
provided by counting ,segm;;nts of arbitrary length. In this vein, subwords become 
sequences of segments, Preliminary investigation on that idea indicates that varieties 
of semigroups can be generated in this way and that the appropriate tool to 
decompose these semiigroups would be a generalization of the classical notion of 
morphism. In brief, it appears possible that this operation will be powerful e 
erate non solvable groups,, but would still have enough structure to allow for a 
ful classificati0q 
en4 
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